ADAMS, Douglas  Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
ADAMS, Michael  The Last Girl
ADAMS, Michael  The Seven Signs series
ANDREWS, E.J.  Enmity
APPLEGATE, K.A.  Animorphs series
ARENA, Felice  Space Scout series
BADGER, H.  Andy Roid
BAILLIE, Alan  Outpost
BARCLAY, Linwood  Chase
BECK, Ian  The Carmody Casebooks
BETTS, A.J.  Hive
BLACK, Cally  In the Dark Spaces
BRADFORD, Chris  Gamer (D)
BRALLIER, Max  The Last Kids on Earth
BRIGGS, Andy  The Inventory series
CARD, Orson Scott  Ender’s Game
CARMAN, Patrick  Atherton series
CHARBONNEAU, Joelle  The Testing series
CLINE, Ernest  Ready Player One
COCKAYNE, Steve  The Good People
COLLINS, Suzanne  The Hunger Games
CRICHTON, Michael  Andromeda Strain
CRICHTON, Michael  Sphere
CRICHTON, Michael  Prey
CROSSAN, Sarah  Breathe
DASHNER, James  Maze Runner
DASHNER, James  Morality Doctrine series
DEEBS, Tracy  Doomed
DU PRAU, Jeanne  The City of Ember
FISHER, Catherine  At the World’s End (D)
FORD, John C.  The Cipher
FORD, Michael  Forgotten City
GRANT, Michael  Gone
HARPER, C.J.  The Disappeared
HAWKING, L & S  George’s Cosmic Treasure Hunt
HEALEY, Karen  When We Wake
HEATH, Jack  The Lab
HEATH, Jack  Replica
HOLOHAN, Amanda  Unwanted
HUDDLESTON, Tom  Flood World
HUXLEY, Aldous  Brave New World
JONSBERG, Barry  Pandora Jones
KALKIPSAKIS, Thalia  Lifespan of Starlight
KHOURY, Jessica  Corpus seires
KINCAID, S.J.  Insignia
KINCAID, S.J.  Vortex
KURTI, Richard  Maladapted
LAYBOURNE, Emmy  Monument 14
LING, Kate  The Loneliness of Distant Beings
LLOYD, Saci  It’s the End of the World as we Know It
LORE, Pittacus  Lorien Legacies
LOWRY, Lois  The Giver
LU, Marie  Legend
LUNETTA, Demitria  In the After
MACDIBBLE, Bren  How to Bee
MALLEY, Gemma  The Returners
MALLEY, Gemma  The Killables
MCISAAC, Meaghan  Movers
MCKINLAY, Meg  A Single Stone
MCMULLEN, Sean  Before the Storm
NESS, Patrick  Chaos Walking series
O’FLANAGAN, Sheila  The Crystal Run
O’GUILIN, Paeder  The Grey Land series
PATRIGNANI, Leonardo  Multiversum
PATTERSON, James  Maximum Ride
PEERS, Bobbie  William Wenton
POZNANSKI, Ursula  Erebos
 Pryor, Michael  Blackout; 10 Futures
RIDDLE, A.G.  Departure
ROSENBLUM, Gregg  Revolution 19
ROTH, Veronica  Divergent
RUSH, Jennifer  Altered
SCARROW, Alex  Time Riders
SHUSTERMAN, Neil  Unwind Dystology
SHUSTERMAN, Neil  Scythe
STAR WARS
SYLVESTER, Kevin  Minrs
TANNER, Lian  Hidden series
THOMAS, Lex  Quarantine (The Loners series)
TORDAY, Piers  The Last Wild series
WELLS, Malcolm  The Spires of Kurrong
WESTERFELD, Scott  Zeroes series
ZORN, Claire  The Sky So Heavy